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OUR LATEST POSTS



‘I’m a smoker — and I want stricter tobacco control’

Opinion

Koketso Moeti -  April 8, 2024 
Civil rights activist Koketso Moeti has been smoking for over 20 years. Yet she supports South Africa’s new Tobacco Bill, which bans indoor smoking, including vaping, in public buildings. Here’s why.





#SliceOfLife: I get R7 for every ARV parcel I deliver to patients on my bike

Articles

Christina Pitt -  April 3, 2024 
With a fifth of antiretroviral or chronic medication parcels left uncollected in the Chris Hani district in the first three months of this year, bicycle deliveries by Siphelo Lose are a lifeline to people in rural areas who can’t get to clinics. In this #SliceofLife he shares his story.





Health Beat #17 | Why corruption isn’t a victimless crime

Articles

Mohale Moloi, Mia Malan, Jessica Pitchford, Yolanda Mdzeke, Thatego Mashabela, Ruan Visser and Justin Barlow -  April 2, 2024 
In theory, the National Health Insurance (NHI) could transform our failing healthcare system. But, many South Africans have little faith in the politicians who are supposed to look after the public purse. We take a look at how the residents of Tembisa cope with the results of corruption at their hospital, the systems that private medical aid schemes have in place to curb fraud, and how the planned NHI could benefit from being more transparent.





What’s 95% safer than tobacco? Not vapes, say experts

Articles

Linda Pretorius -  March 27, 2024 
More and more studies are showing that vaping is not harmless and that electronic smokes should be regulated the same way as traditional cigarettes — and governments are getting on board. A lung health expert from the University of Cape Town tells Mia Malan why in the February edition of Health Beat, Bhekisisa’s monthly TV programme.





Why is TB called the ‘disease of paper’ in Eastern Cape villages?

Articles

Helene-Mari van der Westhuizen -  March 25, 2024 
The words we use to describe diseases tell us more about how people experience living with it. The isiXhosa word for tuberculosis, isifo sephepha, is a case in point. Understanding where it comes from can help to break down the stigma around the disease.





Does SA’s biggest killer show up in your party’s manifesto?

Opinion

Anele Yawa, Harry Hausler, Russell Rensburg and Ingrid Schoeman -  March 22, 2024 
A curable and preventable disease is South Africa’s biggest killer. Is your political party going to do something about it — and does it show up in their election manifesto?
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